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A stately concert With the audience &
Prince Rama Varma’s concert on Dec. 19, 2019, began with a rich
Kambodhi - Ata Tala varnam composed by Vadivelu of the Tanjore
Quartet. Next piece was an extravaganza! Prabho Rakshamam by
Meenakshi Sudhan in Natai with neat and fast swara prastharam.
In contrary to the previous piece, came the slow paced yet royal
Sankarabharana alapana by the ‘Prince’ Stamp sangatis of Swara
ragasudha of Tyagaraja were exchanged by the vocalist and violinist
leaving the audience to guess but, presented was Bagu miraganu
nato by Vina Kuppaiyar! A beautiful krti with crisp Chittaswaram
followed by Swara prastharam at Ni Lavanyamu which was quite
engaging. The muktaya was set in the pattern of 6, like that of the
Chittaswaram.

Kava va - Kandha va - muruga va - Shanmuga va in Varali was a
contrasting colour after. With a quick note about the next krti in line
and a fun little mimicking of M.D. Ramanathan, followed ‘Hariyum
Haranum Ondre endrariyadhavarum ularo? - Oru silar Ulare’ sung

for the audience

Rajesh Vaidya, who played veena to a near-full hall, on Dec. 18,
2019, made a judicious choice of songs that endeared him to the
audience. Belligerent as it sounded, the concert began with ‘Entharo
Mahanubavulu’ in Sri Ragam and quietly took on Ganamoorthe
(Ganamoorthi). Things were quiet for a while, but then came on
Sudhamayi Sudhanidhi, in Amruthavarshini, a song that is known
for its pace from the days of GNB. The audience was in great
enjoyment by this great mix. This was part one of the concert.
Part two had a different take. It was again a discrete choice of
rasika-friendly songs that had at its core the janaranjakam aspect.
You must have heard most of these songs and would perhaps be
ready to hum it along. The concert sort of rebooted with MLV’s
Muralidhara Gopala in Mand (Periasami Thooran). What came
wafting along was Mahakavi Bharathiyar’s Theeratha Vilayattu
Pillai. One remembers how well Lalgudi Jayaraman used to impart
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Rich in manodharma
Among the young artistes who show a lot
of promise is Amirtha Murali, who is both a
singer and a violin player. Having learnt from
such stalwarts as, K. R. Kedaranathan,
Meera Kedaranathan, T. Rukmini , Rama
Ravi and P S Narayanaswamy, Amirtha has
developed an independent style of her own,
marked by a judicious mixture of adherence
to tradition on one side and innovation and
exuberance on the other.
Amirtha began her concert with a fast
paced, ‘Gopalaka Pahimam’ of Swati
Tirunaal in Revagupti, following which, she
launched a lengthy ‘Enduku Nirdhaya’, of
Thyagaraja in Harikambodhi, which
consumed a good 30 minutes including
niraval and swaras for the last charanam line
‘Dharaloneevai Thyagarajupai ‘ , one of
which could have been shortened , as that
it was just the beginning of the concert. This
is not to gainsay the pains taken by Amirtha
to embellish this majestic kriti with all
prowess at her command, but only to
suggest that the lengthy manodharma
exercise would have fitted a main piece
better. The other piece which was given
elaborate treatment was Dikshitar ’s
‘Seshachala Nayakam ‘ in Varali .
It was the Ragam Thanam Pallavi coming
up later that showcased Amitha’s
manodharma and mathematical skills in a
convincing manner. The pallavi line was
‘Dasarathim Dayasarathim Sadha Bajeham

Dasamukarim Harim’ tuned to Mukhari and
set in Misra Triputa with pallavi starting at
three fourth’s place after ‘samam’ (start of
the thalam ). The pallavi was a composition
of R.K. Sriramkumar who accompanied
Amirtha on the violin. Swaras were sung in
Sama, Thodi, Kokilapriya (the 11th mela raga
, which coming immediately after Thodi ,
might have sounded indistinguishable from
Thodi, to a few listeners ) and Surati.
Sriramkumar broke fresh ground by
switching over to the next raga without
repeating the raga sung by the vocalist .
Amirtha delighted the rasikas by effortlessly
transiting from one raga to another with
lightening speed in the concluding part of
the swara korvais .
On the lighter side, ‘Venkataramanane Baro
Seshachala Vasane Baro‘ of Purandaradasar
was captivating. Choice of Paras for this
kriti appeared very apt and the positioning
of the kriti just before the RTP was a

welcome relief after two heavy kritis.
‘Samikku Sari Evvare’ is one of the beautiful
kritis of Papanasam Sivan in Kedaragowla,
appealingly sung by Amirtha. But some
rasikas might have had a question in their
minds, why a kriti in a raga which is a janya
of and resembles Harikambodhi was chosen
in the concert, when the parent raga was
handled so elaborately.
Amirtha had the fortune of two senior artists
Sriramkumar and Patri Satish Kumar
accompanying her and giving their best to
elevate the level of her concert further.
Anirudh Athreya, a budding kanjira player
who creates magnificent sound waves with
his humble instrument, collaborated
competently with his senior mridangam
counter part to produce a memorable thani.

K. Bharat Sundar and Rithvik Raja traced the history,
practise and evolution of Thillanas along with Students of Dr.
Sudha Raja on Dec. 18, 2019. It was an educative lecturedemonstration full of information. L. Ramakrishnan was on
the violin and Sumesh Narayanan on the mridangam.

V. Mohan
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Fullfilling alapana and fine neraval

from page 1

. . . with the audience
sahithya bhava at many places: Echil
Paduthi, Pinnalai Pinninruzhuppan and
Azhagulla Malar Kondu Vandhe . Rajesh
Vaidhya was able to present these ‘bhavainstances’ in the same vein, even stopped
and elaborated here. The other songs were
Bhajare Yadhu Nadham (Sadhasiva
Brahmendrar in Misra Peelu tuned by
Semmangudi), songs popularised by Lata
Mangeshkar - Sri Ramachandra Kripalu
Bhajamana & Thumak Chalat Ramchandra,
Bharathi Dasan’s Thunbam Nergayil
Yazheduththu,
Chandrasekara
Isa
composed by Anai Vaidhyanatha Iyer and
and M S Subbulakshmi’s Maithrim Bhajatha.
There was another side to his playing. Often
he would indulge in playing swaras
continuously without the aid of the meetu.
This he did it as a matter of course many a
time and that seemed a remarkable feat for
the rasikas. Rajesh would then take to
playing at the extreme end of the veena (right
extreme) where the frets would be closely
placed. These two achievements were
received by the rasikas with their liberal
applause.
The layavidwans were threesome -Bangalore Praveen on the mridangam,
Praveen Narayanan on the Tabla and Saihari
on the Ghatam. They controlled their level
of playing consistent with the tone from the
veena and seem to enjoy this concert fully.

Young Arundathi Krishnan gave a
performance in the 12.30 to 2 p.m. time-slot
on Dec. 18, 2019. She began with the timetested Abhogi varnam ‘Evvari Bodhana’ and
then came ‘Varadarajam Upasmahe’, a
Dikshithar krithi in Saranga. With an alapana
of substance for Kedaragowai she opened
‘Parakelanannu’ of Syama Sastri which has
certain typical usages for the raga. These
were given neatly. This krithi is more like a
Thyagaraja number! Agree or Disagree?
What followed was a sedate Somapiana of
Thyagaraja in Ahiri with the line Challere
Rama Ni Pai being rendered in a style that
evoked one’s response in tune with the
sahithya. In this line the grand manner in
which flowers are showered on Rama is
portrayed. To the best of one’s knowledge
this song has always begun from the
anupallavi. Do any reasons come to your
mind?
Arundathi’s main was ‘Parama Paavana
Rama’ in Poorvikalyani, a composition of
Poochi Srinivasa Iyengar. After a very

fulfilling alapana she sang the krithi with a
fine neraval at ‘Vamana Rupa Srinivasa
Varanayaka’ from the charanam of this song.
What deserves to be mentioned is the style
of the alapanas at both places, Kedaragowlai
and Poorvikalyani. Both began quietly and
this quality was retained as the raga
elaboration progressed and got completed.
She rounded her concert with
Vasanamigavetri, a Thiruppugazh of
Arunagirinathar in Ranjani.
Raghavendra Prasad on the violin indirectly
posted his credentials by giving a fitting
alapana after his own pattern for the main
raga (Poorvikalyani) and further impressed
by the manner in which he took up the
neraval and swara segment for the same.
Aravind Srikanth on the mridangam was a
decent accompaniment for the songs and
proved his capacity beyond doubt by
showing his special talent by the power of
anticipation when the swaras were
presented and then gave a good thani.
- S. Sivakumar

- S Sivakumar

Akshay Padmanabhan, with his
bright voice and good patanthram,
presented a lively concert on Dec.
18, 2019 along with Kamalakiran
Vinjamuri on the violin, Akshay
Anand on the mridangam and
Sunaad Anoor on the kanjira.

Young Archana & Samanvi gave a fresh
feel to theit lively concert on Dec. 19,
2019, by including numbers that were a
mix of slow and fast paced. Viswesh
Swaminathan on the violin and Indalur
Adarsh on the mridangam gave excellent
support to enhance the spirit of the
singers.
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An exquisite Pallavi and elaborate sequences
Among
the
few
outstanding artistes
from Andhra, who have
delighted the Chennai
rasikas with their
musical presence in the
last few decades ,
which readily come to
our minds are, Dwaram
Venkatasami Naidu ,
Voleti Venkateswarulu
and
Nedunuri
Krisnhnamurthy . This does not include
artists like Balamurali Krishna who made
Chennai their home. One vidishi, who in the
past few years is able to get the compelling
attention of a good number of the Chennai
rasikas is Pantula Rama. With her clear and
versatile voice, rich manodharmam, enviable
repertoire of Telugu Krithis, particularly
those of Saint Tyagaraja, outstanding talent
in singing complex Ragam Thanam Pallavis
(RTP) and not in the least, a pleasing
disposition has carved out a niche for
herself among the front ranking vocalists.
A complex RTP which sprang out of her
fertile mind and sung with flawless precision
and free flowing exuberance formed the high
point of Rama’s concert. The pallavi line
‘Ranadheera Sarasara Samaraika Soora
Raghuvamsa Sudhambuthi Chandra ’,
composed by Rama by combining words
from popular kritis of Thyagaraja and Patnam

Prof. B. Balasubrahmaniam's
morning concert on Dec. 20,
2019 was scholarly one with
various aspects useful for
music students. With Delhi P.
Sundar Rajan on the violin,
Trichur Narendran on the
mridangam and Sunil Kumar on
the kanjira, the concert was one
of the highest orders.

Subramanya Iyer, was tuned in
Katanakutuhalam and set to Chatusra
Triputa thalam in tisra gati. The start of the
pallavi was at one beat after the start of the
thalam. Rama sang the pallavi quite
elaborately with customary manodharma
embellishments which a pallavi demands.
Swaras were sung in Huseini and
Kuntalavarali also, the ragas in which the
kritis from which the words ‘Ranadheera’
and ‘Sarasara Samaraika’ were taken, are
composed . Viiolinist M .S.N. Murthy, Rama’s
husband and Patri Satish Kumar on the
mridangam transcended their roles as mere
accompanists and collaborated with
commendable coordination to help Rama
execute the complex ‘pallavi’ successfully .
Rama sang the ever green, ‘ Mataladamo digalathe Ramayya’ in Charukesi after an
extensive alapana, which brought out the

dazzling hues and
distinct nuances of this
bewitching melody and
appended
elaborate
sequences of attractive
swara phrases at the end
.The other kriti which
received a fairly detailed
treatment
was
‘Anandanadamaduvar
Thillai ‘ of Neelakanta
Sivan in Poorvikalyani ,
which was prefixed with
a moving alapana and embellished with
quick paced kalpana swaras. In the tail end,
she exquisitely rendered a javali of Tirupati
Nayanaswamy , ‘Bayarani Baliche
Bamanammina Raade ‘ in Kapi. The
melodious voice of Rama, combined with
correct diction of the lyrics and an
appropriate expression (bhavam), made the
rendering capable of leaving a lasting
impression in the hearts of the listeners.
Rama sang a thillana in Kanada in Rupakam
before wrapping up her concert nearly 30
minutes before the allotted time leaving the
rasikas wanting more.
- V. Mohan

Vidushi Lalgudi Vijayalakshmi
presented a lect-demo taking
the topic 'The Art of Creating
Symmetric patterns (poruthams)
to enhance the beauty of a
composition on Dec. 20, 2019.
With vocal support by Akshay
Padmanabhan and mridangam
by Kishore Ramesh, she
explained interesting patterns by
taking swarakalpanas in
compositions like 'Makelara' in
Ravichandrika, 'Eti Yochanalu' in
Kiranavali among others, to the
rapt attention of the rasikas and
students of music.
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V. Sankaranarayanan performed a
modest, yet filled with variety of kritis
on Dec. 19, 2019. V.V.S. Murari on
the violin and R. Sankaranarayanan
on the mridangam provided
melodious accompaniments for this
morning concert.

from page 1
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Neyveli
R. Santhanagopalan
presented a lec-dem 'AdalgaLum
Athbh’uthamum on Dec. 19, 2019.
Compositions with incidents of Miracle
and anecdotes were detailed in an
interesting way of storytelling.

. . . A stately concert
exactly as Varada-dasa (MDR - disciple of
‘Tiger’ Varadacharya) did, with an answer
to the pallavi at the end of the krti.
Short, yet a lavish Hamir Kalyani raga
alapana, dittoed by violinist with all the fast
paced Sangati-s was a pleasure. Also, a note
on the Hamir and Kedar ragas of the
Hindustani system in comparison to Hamir
kalyani of Carnatic with examples from Film
music was informative and made the
audience feel like they were in middle of a
Lec-Dem session! Followed by the krti
‘Gangeya Vasana dhara Padmanabha’ by
Swati Tirunal Maharaja, which left the
audience longing for more of the raga! Swara
prastharam and Tani avarthanam were placed
at ‘Sarasija bhava’ of charanam. It was a treat
watching the artistes collaborating and
drawing inspirations from each other in the
course of Manodharma.
Avaneeswaram SR Vinu on the violin, B
Harikumar on the mridangam and S Karthick
on the ghatam gave a fitting support to the
concert. Obliging to the request of the
audience, at an instance, came ‘Garuda
Gamana ra ra’ by Badrachala Ramadas on
goddess Bala Tripura Sundari in Kadali Siva
Temple installed by Adi Sankara. The
concert concluded with a soothing Tamizh
Tillana composed by vidwan TV
Gopalakrishnan in Raga Behag on Lord
Krishna.
- Bhairavi Meenakshi

Sisters Pooja and Supraja strictly adhered to tradition in their concert on Dec. 20,
2019. They synced while singing together and displayed their individual skills during
the manodharma in the concert. Tirucherai Karthick on the violin and Tippirajapuram
S. Hari on the mridangam blended very well with the sisters' music throughout the
concert.
Vidushi Aruna Sairam mesmerized the audience through her versatile singing - some
robust and some sedate, on Dec. 19, 2019. Young Vittal Rangan on the violin and
N.C. Bharadwaj on the mridangamalong with the seasoned ghatam vidwan
Dr. S. Karthick participated in every aspect of what the vocalist presented to make
the concert a wholesome one.
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Enjoyable in a gentle pace
The freshness in voice is a plus for Ranjani
Sivakumar, who presented a concert in a
relaxed mood on Dec. 19, 2019. ‘Manasu
Karuga’ composed by Patnam Subramanya
Iyer had a variety of hues of Hamsadhwani
unlike the usual fast paced presentation of
the raga and the kriti.
The neat presentation of Shyama Shastri's
Varali raga kriti 'Kamakshi', brought out the
exclusive melodic identity of the
composition well. The evenness in tone in
different octaves helped Ranjani to handle
the mandara sthayi phrases with ease. A
quick 'Aparna Parvathi' by Kalyani
Varadarajan in Nalinakanti came in at a time
when a leisurely pace continued in
successive numbers. A composition
popularised by T.R. Subramanyam, has a
crisp and beautiful madhyamakala.
The main raga of the afternoon,
Karaharapriya was rendered with a judicious
blend of vilamba and madhyama kala
prayogas. Thyagaraja's composition 'Mitri

Bhagyame' that speaks about the good
fortune of Lakshmana to serve Rama in many
ways, is usually sung starting from
Anupallavi and Rajani too followed the
practice. The flow in swarakalpana was
steady, stringing up interesting patterns.
Sunaada Krishna on the mridangam was
completely in sync by the presentation of
the vocalist and during the tani, he freely
explored the rhythmic tracks skillfully.

Violinist Rangapriya's Varali and the return
essay of Karaharapriya were noteworthy.
For the post-main session, Ranjani took up
Muttha Vaddura, a javali in Saveri composed
by Chinnaiah of Tanjaore Quartet, Janaki
Manoharam of Mysore Vasudevachar in
Maand and concluded the concert with the
thiruppugazh 'Kaaranamadhaga vandhu' in
Natakurinji.
- Revathi R

Young Kruthi Bhat presented a
captivating performance on
Dec. 20, 2019. B. Ananthakrishnan on the violin, Sai
Giridhar on the mridangam and
S. Sunil Kumar on the kanjira
were showcased their prowess
to lift the concert to a delightful
one.

The team of three young
musicians - Vasudha Ravi, Vidya
Kalyanaraman and Suchithra
Balasubramanian offered a grand
evening of songs by Saints of India
on Dec. 21, 2019. Titled 'Santh
Pravaham', the thematic concert
with a number of songs in different
languages enthralled the audience.
A surprise concert, turned out to
be an impressive one. B.
Ananthakrishnan (Violin), K.V.
Prasad (Mridangam) and Sundar
(Tabla & Morsing) created rhythm
of many dimensions.
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Great team work at Mahathi's concert

Glittering Mahathi held the sway over
audience with her brilliant Todi alapana
with her powerful voice and H.N. Baskar
equally excelled in his violin display. The
kriti was 'Karthikeya Kangeya Gowri tanaya'
of Paapanaasam Sivan. Her highly energetic
nerval at 'vEl maruvum amalakara kamalaa'
was an awesome treat to rasikas assembled
in the hall.
Earlier, Palinthuvo Palimpavo of Thyagaraja
in the raga Kanthamani was presented well.

Her Ragam Tanam Pallavi in Behag in
Khanda Triputa with pallavi lines 'Venu Gana
lolan Karunaalavalan engal Kannane
Balagopalan' had interesting patterns and
she filled the ragamalika section with swaras
in Bindumalini and Kapi.
Mahathi was accompanied by a wonderful
team of H.N. Baskar on the violin, Sai Giridhar
on the mridangam and Aniruth Athreya on
the kanjira.
- Bhaskaran Shivaraman

R. Suryaprakash presented a
vibrant concert on Dec. 21,
2019. Realising his strength in
the upper octaves, he chose
kritis that have an appeal in the
mel sthayis. Evarani in
Devamruthavarshini was
rendered well. A brilliant
Kambhodhi alapana followed
by the time-tested composition
of Gopalakrishna Bharathi
'Thiruvadi Sharanam'came
with all its colours wonderfully
displayed by the singer and the
violinist Lalgudi Vijayalakshmi.
Suryaprakash received
frequent appreciation fron the
audience and thunderous
applauses dominated the
concert. Patri Satish Kumar
and Vaikom Gopalakrishnan,
during the thani, brought out
many flashes that again drew
appreciation from the listeners.

TELL US
T YYOU
OU LIKE!
WHAT
WHA
Are you a regular in Sri
Parthasarathy Swamy Sabha
Concerts?
Enjoying concerts this season?
Then, tell us one thing that stood
out i a concert you attended.
Write four lines and mail to
sangeethsarathy@gmail.com. Send
them latest by the next day of the
concert.
Get published on Sangeeth Sarathy.

The morning Lect-demo session on
Dec. 21, 2019 by instrumentalists
S. Shashank, Anil Srinivasan,
V.V.S. Murari along with vocalist
Palghat Ramprasad gave interesting
glimpses into performing and
enjoying the vocal and instrumental
music, with reference to Carnatic
music.
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Display of virtuosity
that the audience poured
after the alapana was
rendered, speaks volume
about this youngster's
mastery over deleneation of
the
raga.
Both
percussionists Anantha R.
Krishnan (Mridangam) and
G. Guruprasanna (Kanjira)
gave fireworks thani and it
was a fantastic display of
their rhythmic skills.

Ramakrishnan Murthy paid tribute to Sri
Parthasarathy Swami Sabha with his
beautiful rendering of ‘pArthasArathi
nannu pAlimpa’ in Madymaavati.
Incidentally, he paid his respects to the
composer of this kriti, Poochi
Sreenivaasa Ayyangaar, as this year
marks the composer ’s 100th death
anniversary. A krithi popularised by Prof.
V. V. Sadagopan, Ariyakudi and DKP,
Ramakrishnan Murthy's timing of singing
this composition was so apt at this
119year old Sabha.
Performing to a near full house, he started
with 'mErusamaana' in MaayamaaLava
gowLa composed by Tyaagaraaja and the
next one was Madymaavati which was well
received by his rasikas. Life became much
easier for rasikas who generally try hard to
get the name of the raga once alapana starts
- when RKM announced immediatley after
the alapana. He announced the raga, krithi
and the composer (idhi nyaayamA - maaLavi
- PaTnam Subramanya Aiyyar) and went on

to inform the curious rasikas that popular
'nenaruncinAnu_anniTiki' composed by
Saint Thiagaraja is also set in MaaLavi.
He once again announced the rage
'jyOtiswaroopini' for the kriti 'gaanaamudha
paanam'by Koteeshwara Aiyyar, a well
rendered slow paced krithi. The main krithi
of the evening was
"sAgara Shayana
vibhO" in Bhageshri composed by
M.D.Ramanathan. The thunderous applause

Ramakrishnan Murthy took Ragam Taanam
Pallavi to almost towards the end of his
concert. Pallavi in Misra Jaati Triputa ‘Sadda
naam ninaippom nin padamalarinai’ (Kaapi)
was rendered in a grand manner. The
ragamalika swarams in Bowli and Atana
stood out. He wrapped up the concert with
‘Chinnanjiru kiliye' (Bharathiyar) and 'Azhi
Mazhai kanna', Tiruppavai in Khamas.
- Bhaskaran Shivaraman

Barghav Hariharan presented a
pleasing concert in an unhurried
manner, on Dec. 21, 2019. Bhairavi
Raman on the violin and Sarvesh
Karthick on the mridangam extended
their sublime support the vocalist
needed.
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Adambakkam Vasudevan Bhagavathar performed a soulful Namasankeerthanam
on Dec, 21, 2019 along with his team.
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